VIPR Overview

Changes since -02 (primarily based on Eric Burger’s review):

1. Reworded REQ -11 to clarify that in the case of call failure (i.e., IP calls), the system should fallback to inter-domain calling prior to VIPR.

2. Deleted REQ-12 (Handover) since it's really not specific functionality provided by VIPR.

3. Moved some text from the -01 version in the Technical Overview Section back into the doc (not sure why it was removed previously).

4. Other editorial changes:
   - Added a Terminology section
   - Clarified the use of the term "Call Agent"
   - Reworded discussion of email in section 2.2 (i.e., it's not useless)
   - Either changed or removed altogether terms like "neat", "clever", "incredible", "enormous" and any text that read like marketing literature as much as possible
   - Removed some of the more subjective and superfluous language i.e., condensed the text to be more concise (Section 5.2 and many others per the previous change)
   - Deleted explicit reference to "SIP Trunking" as the statement didn't introduce additional information in that paragraph and the term is not defined in this document.
   - and other minor editorial fixes.
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Way Forward:

• Agree as WG document?
• Move energy to framework and other documents